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of Molecular Components to Achieve Functions .-.-

Mark S. Wrighton

Department of Chemistry
Massachusetts institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

•S

Abstract

Molecular scientists now have an opportunity to add an important new dimension

to synthesis. Preparation of chemical systems, comprising two or more

components, to achieve a function is possible. While rational strategies 5

exist for some simple systems, major advances in fundamental reaction

chemistry at the molecular and macromolecular level, especially at interfaces --

are required to achieve practically significant synthetic objectives.

Synthetic chemical systems inspired by nature and microelectronic devices

illustrate some of the aspects of systems synthesis. These example systems

include multi-component catalysts, the photosynthetic apparatus for solar 5

energy conversion, diodes, and transistors.
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Introduction

The aim of this articlo is to raise the consciousness of inorganic

chemists to the opportunities associated with the application of molecular

science to the preparation of "systems" having functions derived from

judicious assembly of molecular components. It can be argued that molecular

synthesis has progressed to a point such that molecules of any complexity can

be prepared, provided sufficient resources are applied to the problem. The

preparation of vitamin B12 ,
1 among other examples, stands as one of the

crowning achievements of molecular synthesis. While the synthesis of

vitamin B12 cannot be regarded as "practical", the synthesis of vitamin B12

and numerous other large, structurally complex, natural substances illustrates

that the perceptive application of synthetic methodology and the continuing

development of new, useful synthetic methods allows the conclusion that most

any desired molecule can be prepared. With this assumption, it is thus

evident that there exists an opportunity to begin assembling "systems" from

synthetic, molecular components.

A large group of inorganic chemists have focused their attention on

molecules. Structural characterization of "small" molecules has comprised a

major accomplishment in inorganic chemistry, beginning with Werner's classic

work on six-coordinate complexes 2 and including pioneering work on metal

carbonyls by Hieber, 3 sandwich and other organometallic complexes by

Fischer4 and Wilkinson,5 metal-metal bonded complexes by Cotton, 6 and

models of metal-containing biological molecules by Holm.7  As for other

molecules, the structural characterization of molecules containing metals

has led to considerable understanding of reactions, and in many cases

rational synthetic methodology has emerged for the preparation of molecules of

great structural, chemical, and physical diversity. Elegant molecular

S. .• .T',.',
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synthesis of metal containing substances has led to the preparation of new classes

of materials, practically important catalysts, and molecules that elaborated

understanding of electronic structure, bonding, reaction mechanisms, and the

function of small molecules in large "systems", especially biological systems.

With the considerable knowledge presently available concerning the synthesis,

structure, and reactions of inorganic molecules coupled with the fact that

properly assembled molecules, as in natural biological systems, can achieve a

function charateristic of the assembly, there exists an opportunity to undertake a

new kind of chemical synthesis. The rational praparation of multi-component

chemical "systems" of significant geometrical dimension, up to a few microns, is

possible. It is now appropriate to define "system". A chemical system will be

taken to be an assembly of at least two components that together yield a functior

characteristic of assembly. Examples of such systems can be found in nature and

in man-contrived electronics.. Discrete microelectronic devices provide realistic .

examples, because their size is sufficiently small (crucial dimensions of one

micron, or less) that there is a realistic possibility that their discrete

functions can be duplicated using assemblies of molecules. Illustrations of the

synthesis of chemical systems, and conjecture concerning new ones, are developed

below within the framework of duplicating functions of chemical systems found in

nature or of discrete microelectronic devices.

Chemical Systems Inspired by Nature

There are many sub-systems of a living system that can serve as targets

for chemical synthesis. The objective of the synthesis is not necessarily to

duplicate exactly the natural system, but could be to synthesize a system that -

will duplicate the function of the natural system with components that might te

abiologicial. Perhaps the smallest departure from a major theme of modern
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inorganic chemistry research is the synthesis of multi-component catalysts.

Indeed, in this area systems synthesis would appear to be most

straightforwardly understood. Accordingly, this area will be used as one

concrete example where accomplishment is readily possible. A second example

of an important subsystem in biology is the solar energy conversion apparatus

that consists of many. molecular components assembled in such a way that

photoexcitation of an absorber molecule results in unidirectional electron

transfer and, ultimately, the formation of thermodynamically unstable redox

products. There are numerous other sub-systems of living systems aside from

complicated catalysts and solar energy conversion, but these provide ample

illustrative value. Successful chemical synthesis of such systems would

likely lead to practical return as well as deeper understanding of

biological-chemical systems.

Multi-Component Catalytic Systems. Molecular scientists have been very

successful in synthesizing useful transition metal complex catalysts that

operate under mild conditions to give good product specificity, high yields, an.

large rates. Excellent illustrations include the Sharpless asymmetric

epoxidation catalyst,8 Bosnitch's asymmetric hydrogenation catalysts,9

Schrock's alkyne metathesis catalysts, 10 and Collman's catalyst for the

4e- reduction of 02 to H20.1 As important as such catalysts are, and as

important as future efforts will continue to be, these are not examples of

chemical systems, since the function is achieved with a single component.

Single component function is, of course, crucial to the overall function of a

system, but conventional molecular catalysis does not, generally, comprise a

chemical system according to the definition above which requires that a syste.

be an assembly of at least two components.

. ..
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Nature provides many examples of multi-component catalysts. For example,

biological systems appear to routinely catalyze complex, multi-electron redox

reagents such as 02 (and a substrate) to product via multi-component systems. :n

such cases there often appears to be a site of "activation" or "binding" of the

complex redox reagent coupled in some fashion to an apparatus for transferring

electrons stepwise to the site. The function of such multi-component systems

might be said to be the interconversion of complex, multi-electron, (typically

inner-sphere) redox reagents and simple, one-electron, (typically outer-sphere)

redox reagents.

'As a modest example of a multi-component catalyst system consider the

system represented by Scheme 1.12 The catalyst, [Si02](DA 2+.2X-.Pt)x/(PQ 2+.2X-),

(pQ2+.(P 2X'y-.

yI

?t Si02o

2p

(-DA2+ 2X')xi -

x

Scheme I. A multi-component catalyst system for the one-electron reduction ,f

biological redox agents using H2 activation that then results in reduction of tne

(PQ2 )n polymer coating the "buried" Pt particles. The (PQ+)n is capable of

reducing large biological redox reagents ordinarily unaffected by H2 or by Pt

surfaces exposed to H2.12

I-i" -
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has the function that it will interconvert the two-electron reductant H2 , in

aqueous solution, and a one-electron, outer-sphere reductant of equivalent

reducing power. The useful catalysis that can be achieved is the one-electron

reduction of large biological redox reagents, such as horseradish peroxidase, that

are generally difficult to reduce at interfaces and are inert to H2. Notice tha-

the system in Scheme I is structured in such a way that the site for H2

activation, the Pt, is buried under the (PQ2+.2X')y polymer derived from .

(exyimy M ICHz)SI(me

M 3

The small H2 molecule can diffuse through the outer coating of (PQ
2+-2X-)y to tn

Pt. The (PQ2+.2X-)y polymer is in contact with the Pt particles which activate --

in aqueous solution. Thus, reduction of (PQ2+.2X-)y polymer occurs reversibly

according to equation (1). Large biological molecules cannot penetrate to the

[Si02](DA 2+.2X-.Pt)x/(PQ2+.2X-)y + y/2H2

[Si023(OA2+.2X-.Pt)x/(PQ+.X-)y + yX- + yH+  (1)

site of H2 activation and are thus protected from hydrogenation and

hydrogenolysis that might pose complications if the biological reagent were to

contact the Pt.

The function of the two-component system represented in Scheme I is to

interconvert H2 and one-electron reductants. In nature this function appears :

be achievable with the enzyme hydrogenase 13 which inspired the synthesis of

" ...
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catalyst in Scheme I. Hydrogenase will catalyze the process represented by

equation (2), and can be regarded as a single component catalyst. The

H2  '2MV2  2MV+ + 2H+  (2)

MV2+  N,N'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium

two-component catalyst of Scheme I does what the single-component enzyme does,

but the synthetic system of Scheme I operates by a different mechanism.

The two-component system in Scheme I can be extended to a three-component

system by anchoring a redox enzyme to the outermost portion of the (PQ2+.2X-)y

polymer. It is known that many redox enzymes can be rapidly equilibrated with.

the MV2+/+ solution mediator system.14  It therefore appears logical to

extrapolate the system in Scheme I to a three-component catalyst with the

function of effecting catalytic reduction with H2. Such a system has

credibility, because tt is known that immobilization of enzymes onto polymers is

possible, and can lead to better enzyme durability. 15 Judicious assembly of

noble metals, redox polymers, and enzymes makes possible many complicated

catalytic processes. The idea can be easily extended to include oxidation with

02. For example, SiO 2 microspheres could be modified with Ru/RuO 2 followed by

derivatization with a ferrocene-based polymer, such as one derived from

hydrolysis of reagent II, and capped with a redox enzyme such as glucose oxidase.

Fe!

~& sc.

I I"212"
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The function would be to oxidize glucose with 02. The Ru/RuO2 should activate 02-

which results in the oxidation of the ferrocene-based polymer which in turn

equilibrates with the glucose oxidase1 that oxidizes glucose. The point is that

each of the three components serves an individual function which gives an aggregate .-

function not achievable with any one component alone. These specific ideas should

serve to illustrate what is meant by multi-component catalysts and that such

catalyst systems can, in fact, be made by rational means using existing knowledge.

Photodiode-Systems: A Molecular Approach. Scheme II illustrates the familiar

C H0 --

m2

Electron h"
Transport Chlorophyll

Chlorophyll

hv PHOTOSYSTEM I

2H 20-

2 

")

PHOTOSYSTEM II

Scheme II. Representation of the "Z-scheme" for photosynthesis showing two

photosystems and an aggregate system to drive oxidation of H20 and reduction of



"Z-scheme" representing the essential features of the natural system for the

conversion of optical energy to chemical energy in the form of redox products

derived from CO2 and H20, equation (3).19 The natural system is clearly one

CO2 + H20 - 02 + (CH20) (3)

based on molecules, and thus provides an existence proof for molecule-based

systems for solar energy conversion. In the area of research aimed at chemical

approaches to solar energy conversion and storage there are many examples of

efforts to devise chemical systems that mimic the function of the natural

photosynthetic apparatus.

There are four important features of the photosynthetic apparatus. First

there is a component for light absorption based on chlorophyll. Second, there

a structured arrangement of electron donor and acceptor reagents that function ir

such a way that excited state, one-electron reaction of the chlorophyll is

irreversible. Electrons are transferred unidirectionally across significant

distances to yield geometrically segregated oxidants and reductants. Third,

there are catalysts that can apparently equilibrate with one-electron oxidants - -

and reductants to effect the multi-electron oxidation of H20 and reduction of'

CO2. And fourth, the system involves two photosystems, presumably nature's Nay

of effecting the formation of high energy redox products with good efficiency.

It is -1l L"own that threshold response solar conversion systems can operate

with higher ciency when more than one light absorption system is used. 20

The functi of the photosynthetic system can be achieved with

semiconductor lased photoelectrochemical cells. Scheme III illustrates a douole

. . .. ... . . . . . .. . .

- .- . •
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approaches the formal potential of the (pQ2*/ )n redox system, ~-0.55V vs. SCE. . u

when a potential is applied to the two electrodes significant current passes on~y

when the negative lead is attached to the (PQ2+/+)n-modified electrode. Moreover,

the potential required is of the order of -0.9V, the difference in E°"s of the

(PQ2 /+)n and the Fe(n5-CsH5 )+/O. Significant current does not flow when the

potential is applied in the opposite direction, because the reverse of the reaction

represented by equation (8) is up-hill by -o.9V. Fe(n 5-C5H5 )2o can penetrate the

(PQ2+)n polymer and be oxidized at the electrode surface. The current from sucn

penetration will represent a contribution to the leakage current, but to the exte'lt

that penetration can be prevented the cell has a diode-like current-voltage :urve

with a threshold voltage more or less given by the difference in E°' 's of the twe,

molecule based components.

The final portion of Scheme VIII illustrates a microelectrochemical diode ba-

on the principles developed in the preced.ing paragraph. 39 In this case both of t

molecule-based materials are immoblized onto closely-spaced microelectrodes sucn

that the two redox polymers "contact" each other. The (PQ2+/+)n system is acain

derived from I and the PVFc+/O is the polyvinylferrocene redox system. As in the

case where the Fe(n 5-C5H5 )2+/o system is in solution, current flow occurs upon

application of potential in one direction; at the (PQ2+/+)n/PVFc+/O interface cnare

only passes in one direction, analogous to the redox reaction given by equaticn S).

Moreover, since both molecule-based systems are immoblized the only mechanism :.r

charge transport from one microelectrode to the other is via electron transfer

through the polymer connecting one electrode with another. The structural

arrangement of the system is such that the two molecule-based materials contact

each other but each is in turn only in contact with one microelectrode. The .n'v

mechanism for charge transport from one microelectrode to the other is via a 3a:1

that is unidirectional owing to the large driving force for the process represen-':
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-5 2m - (PQ 2 +1)n

Au _--Au u Au -- / 1-

1 2 1 2Si02 2 Si 0' 2 . ..
, SiO02

_V 1 V

Vappl app appl

0Vappl 0 Vappl 0 ..

Exposed to A+/A Exposed to A+/A Exposed to Electro ',sii

(a) (b) (c) .

ap.pi

Scheme VIII. Two terminal microelectrochemical devices. (a) Both electrodes

reversible to A+/A; (b) one redox polymer modified electrode only capable of ,nl-y

reducing A+ to A; and (c) two redox polymer modified electrodes with a polymer,' i!L

--.

polymer contact such that current flows upon application of a potential sufficient

to oxidize one polymer and reduce the other. In the current-voltage curves th.e

voltage to the right of zero is for the positive lead connected to electrode 2.1-9

(a)--. . (b--)- - . . . • - -. -- . (c)-. -" - . . - . . -i . - > > -- .. . .- . -'- . .

Sch%" ee-9 VIII. Tmmmlw temina rn m .icroe.lectrocheld m icalmevic. (a). Bth. eletr.de
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(molecule-based) materials in contact with one another. The analogy can be

extended further by noting that the diode behavior of the ideal solid state

devices depends in large measure on the difference in the work functions of the

two materials. For electrochemical devices the diode current-voltage curves

depend on the difference in the formal electr-chemical potential of the two

materials--- the equivalent of the difference in the work function of the two

solid state materials of a convential diode. Thus, molecule-based diodes are

devices having properties that can be controlled by variation in the properties

of the molecules that comprise them.

Scheme VIII illustrates several types of electrochemical devices presented

within the framework of illustrating that rational synthesis of molecule-based

diodes is possible. Consider first the situation represented by a cell having

two equal area electrodes that are reversible to the redox couple A+/A present ir-

the solution such that [A] = [A+]. Assuming that there are no electroactive

materals other than A+ and A, application of a potential in either direction

results in current flow such that A is oxidized to A+ at one electrode and A* is

reduced to A at the other, a symmetrical current-voltage curve about zero applied

potential results.

To make the example in Scheme VIII more explicit, consider the redox couple t.o

be Fe(nS-C5HS)2+/O, E' a + 0.45V vs. SCE, 37 in CH3CN/O.1M [n-Bu4N]Cl0 4 . If one of

the electrodes is modified with polymer derived from I then that electrode is no

longer reversible to the Fe(nS-CSHS)2+/o redox couple. 38  Rather, only the reduction

of Fe(nS-C5H5)2 + to Fe(nS-CsH5 )20 can be effected, equation (9). Moreover, the e-

(PQ)n + nFe(nS-C5HS)2+ (PQ2+)n + nFe(nS-CsHs)2o (0)

duction can only be effected when the potential of the (PQ2 / )n-modified electroce

. -o
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appears plausible. The small crucial dimensions of state-of-the-science --

microelectronics (sub-micron) can be spanned by macromolecules or organized

molecular assemblies such as Langmuir-Blodgett multilayers. Thus, there is an

opportunity to interface chemical (and biological) systems with solid state

components prepared using more or less conventional microfabrication techniques.

Employing microfabricated solid state components in synthetic, molecule-based

chemical systems is analogous to using a natural enzyme as a component in a

synthetic, molecule-based system inspired by natural systems. Two discrete

microelectronic devices can be used to illustrate some of the issues here: diodes

and transistors. Chemical systems, based on molecules as the crucial elements, can

be fabricated which duplicate some of the properties of these devices.

Molecule-based devices inspired by solid state microelectronics are not destine.

replace solid state devices on a near term timescale, rather the new devices may

useful for new applications where solid state devices may not be as useful. An

especially promising practical application would be microsensors.

Devices Inspired By Diodes. Diodes are devices that allow current to pass upon

the application of a potential in one direction but not when the applied

potential is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. Electrochemical

devices, in general, can be configured in such a way that diode-like

current-voltage curves can be obtained. However, recent work 3 6 on purposefully

modified electrodes demonstrates clearly the ability to rationally prepare

molecule-based diodes with crucial dimension (contact-to-contact) of less t.han

lum. In solid state systems diode behavior can be obtained when two different

materials are placed in electrical contact with one another, e.g.

metal/semiconductor or p-/n-type semiconductor. Likewise, in electrochemical

diodes, diode behavior can be brought about by placing two different
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Molecule-based systems for light-induced charge separation do not function

by the same mechanism as in semiconductor-based devices, but nonetheless the same

net result can be achieved. In solid state devices photogenerated carriers

are separated by the strong electric field associated with a p-n junction,

semiconductor/metal interface, semiconductor/liquid electrolyte interface, or a

photoconductor sandwiched between two conductors of different work function. -he

molecule-based systems achieve the function of useful charge separation via a

series of thermodynamically down-hill redox events carrying reducing equivalents

to a site geometrically distant from the site of oxidation in an ordered array of

redox units. There are at least two concrete pathways by which such

molecule-based systems can be synthesized, each with some precedent and each

with advantages and disadvantages.

Chemical Systems Inspired by Microelectronics

By themselves the chemical components of microelectronic devices do not

suggest that remarkable functions can be achieved. But clever organization of

pedestrian semiconductors (Si, GaAs), metals (Au, Al), insulators (SiO 2 , Si3N1) a:.

dopants (B, P) makes possible the recent revolution in electrical engineering and

computer science. Coupled with microfabrication techniques, the aggregate function

that can be achieved from properties of electronic materials allows discrete devices

such as diodes, transistors, lasers, and capacitors to be prepared in high density

essentially in a two dimensional world, largely founded in elemental Si, except f r

optical devices. An appropriately organized array of discrete devices comprises an

integrated circuit that allows larger functions to be realized than is possible 4ih "

a discrete device which itself is typically prepared from several materials. -

would appear possible to assemble chemical systems that achieve some of the

functions of discrete solid state devices. Even "integration" of such systems

. . . . .. . . . . -"
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(MeO) 3Si Q- H 2ClH -S H 2 C

-SiH

Cl_

BrCH Q H2 Br

00C - X X"

Me 2 N(CH 2 )2  R

C0 C

0 C1
Me H

X X x c 3

Scheme VII. Solid phase synthesis of a surface-confined macromolecule consisting Of

two redox units, M1  a derivative of N,N'-dibenzyl-4,4'-bipyridinium and M7 a

derivative of 2, 5-di chl oro-p-benzoqui none.35
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long-distance (-20A) exicited state electron transfer to built-in acceptor molecules

in a separate layer, and (3) that multilayers can be deposited on conductors anil

subsequently metallized to make a front and back contact. 32  In recent years some

exciting possibilities have been raised concerning new applications of

Langmuir-Blodgett techniques involving novel examples of monolayer -

film-forming molecules. 32 ,33

A second synthetic methodology for systems like that in Scheme VI is

inspired by the Nobel Prize winning work of Merrifield,34 the "solid phase"

synthesis of large macromolecules (non-polymeric, proteins) based on

simple molecule building blocks, amino acids. The key to this synthetic

methodology for the function of optical energy conversion is to use building

blocks having functionality so that coupling can be carried out in a manner that

yields an ordered arrangement of a light absorber and various electron donors an.

acceptors. Such solid phase synthesis can begin on electronic conductors to

achieve the ultimate aim of efcient charge collection. The thrust of the idea

is illus-trated by the four step process in Scheme VII that has recently been

demonstrated 35 as a prelude to a major effort to synthesize a complete system

like that illustrated in Scheme VI. After the first step each successive step

the alkylation of a nitrogen. As in the Merrifield resin synthesis of a protein,

the isolation of product occurs after each step by a physical separation of the

solid. The result of the chemistry is a SnO 2-bound macromolecule consisting of

two redox sub-units, a viologen derivative and a quinone. Note that the quinone

bears a pendant -NMe 2 group that can be alkylated in subsequent steps. It is

apparent that a resin synthesis of macromolecules, consisting of well-defined

redox sub-units; in an ordered array; and bound to a conductor, can be fruitful.

o- • . - . . . . . - - . ° - - . • . , ° - , ,. . - . - . . ° . . . . . . . . -
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A start toward a system as envisioned in Scheme VI has been made by linking

an electron acceptor and an electron donor to a porphyrin, V.29  This follows

several reports of linked absorber and acceptor molecules that mimic the primary

electron transfer systems in photosynthesis)30 The three-component molecule

macromolecule represented by V results in charge separation upon photoexcitatior )f

the visible-light absorbing porphyrin unit as represented in equation (7). Sucn a

~ hv

system illustrates the basic idea, but exploiting such charge sepration is still

precluded by rapid back electron transfer. What is needed to achieve useful

energy conversion is greater geometrical separation between the oxidized donor

and the reduced acceptor and a method for orienting an assembly of such molecull

so that the charges can be collected by electronic conductors to generate

electrical energy or by catalysts for irreversible fuel-forming reactions.

Prospects for synthesizing multi-molecule-based systems like that -

represented in Scheme VI seems possible by at least two methodologies, both of

which can lead to a useful orientation on an electronic conductor. One synthet-:

methodology for synthesizing a system for useful light-induced, unidirectional

electron transfer involves fabrication of multilayer films using the

Langmuir-Blodgett technique.31 Indeed, elegant work already demonstrates (

fabrication of well-structured multilayers of significant (-5OOA) dimension; 2'

multilayers containing visible light absorbing molecules capable of

. ~~ ~~~ .. . . . .
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unidirectional, light-driven, (up-hill) electron transfer? Absorbing visible

light with molecules that can transfer electrons to make high energy redox

products is well known;2 7 the excited state process represented by equation (5'"

[Ru(2,2,.bipyridine) 3
2+]* + MV2+ - Ru(2,2,-bipyridine) 3

3+ MV+  (5)

is but one example. 28  However, exploiting such high efficiency primary product

formation is not possible, owing to rapid back electron transfer, equation (6),

k5_ -

Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)33+ + MV+ Ru(2,2'-bipyridine)3
2+ + MV2  (6)

that degrades the excited state energy to heat. It should be possible to

assemble macromolecular (non-polymeric) molecules, built from smaller molecules

that have the function of absorbing light and transferring electrons in only one

direction, Scheme VI. At least on paper, a molecule-based system can be devisec

that will duplicate a crucial part of the photosynthetic apparatus.

Electrode Covalent Links

Absorber A :
oSA 2 ...

wA

01 2

ElElectron
00

J ~Donors .-.

Scheme VI. Architecture of a molecular system for light absorption followed y

unidirectional electron transfer.

• :,-:1
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redox polymers from I or III have redox potentials that are sufficiently negatiie

that a good photovoltage is expected for many visible light-responsive

photocathodes including p-type Si, WS2 , InP, and a-Si:H.
25  Catalysis of the H2

evolution reaction can be effected via equilibration of the Rh particles with the

polymer; the Rh serves to equilibrate the redox polymer with the (H20/H2) redox

couple. The redox polymer/Rh system is used to convert one-electron-at-a-time

photoexcitation events to efficient two-electron reduction of H20. The entire

assembly mimnics one of the photosystems in photosynthesis.

The particulate Rh catalyst for the H2 evolution, in principle, could be

replaced with a molecular catalyst. However, good catalyst molecules, other than

the enzyme hydrogenase, for this purpose are not known. Species derived from I7

IV

are H2 evolution catalysts, but the turnover frequency is low and the system on'-

works in very strong acid.2 6 Replacing the Rh with a non-noble metal-containing

catalyst would be important in lowering the cost of the catalyst. For the

reasons outlined above in the section on multi-component catalysts the

molecule-based redox polymer can represent a good way to interface the electrode

with enzyme catalysts including hydrogenase. A p-type semiconductor/redox

polymer/hydrogenase system could duplicate the function of one of the

photosystems of photosynthesis with two of the components being molecule based,

the electron relay system and the catalyst.

What are the prospects for molecule-based systems to achieve the function ^.-

...... * . *. .. . - * . . . , w .*1 .*. * .
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effect the process represented by equation (4).22 This device with its various

hv
2HBr - H2 + Br2  (4)

components comes closer to the spirit of what is meant by a chemical system---

several components to achieve an aggregate function. In this case, catalysts,

structured arrays of microspheres, and the exploitation of a spherical p-n junct'on

allow a novel way to effec.tively put two p-n Si solar cells in series with an

electrolyte solution to split HBr with light. However, molecular chemists likely

* see few avenues for creative contribution in the "synthesis" of such systems.

Semiconductor-based devices for unidirectional electron transfer do, however,

* afford considerable opportunity for molecular scientists, and inorganic chemists

* especially. For example, it is now known that catalysis of H2 evolution from

p-type semiconductor photoelectodes is generally required in order to achieve

high efficiency for light-driven reduction of H20.
23  The best known catalysts ar

noble metals,2 4 high work function materials that would typically be expected tc

form an ohmic contact to p-type semiconductors.20  The formation of an ohmic

contact is undesirable, because the photovoltage would be diminished

significantly. Assemblies like that by represented Scheme V involve the use of

molecule-based redox polymer such as that derived from hydrolysis of I or Ill tha

provides for a uniform, non-ohmic contact to the p-type semiconductor. 25 The

N(CH) 3 Si(OEt)3

Co
H,.

(EtO )3si (CH2)3N

0

Ill

"- " ............"-.......-... ...............-.............. ' ..... " .......-..... "..."..............".......
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Aqueous HIBr Aqueous HBr

28r_ Br2  2B r Br2  + +

Ohmic Contact Glts Ohmic Contact
to n-Si Core eato p-Si Core

Scheme IV. Texas Instruments system22 for converting sunlight to stored chernic'-

energy via the light-driven decomposition of 2HBr to H2 and Br2. Microspheres

* (-O0um) of crystalline Si'are initially doped to have either a p-core and an,

* n-skin or n-core and p-skin. The microspheres are dispersed into a ".nonograi-,

film (in a glass support), etched so that the core can be ohmically contactea, ard

coated with catalysts for H2 and Br2 generation. The result is a system for

cleverly having two p-n Si solar cells in series and utilizing Si in an esoecia;'V

effective way.
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Light

Light

p- type Aqueous n-type
semiconductor Electrolyte semiconductor

Scheme III. A double'photoelectrode-based cell for converting light to chemical

energy via the light-driven decomposition Of H20 to H2 and 1/202.21 The net

reaction requires eight photons per molec!.le Of 02, four at each photoelectrode.

as in the natural photosynthetic system.

photoelectrode cell for water splitting.21 However, such a system is not what
0 would ordinarily be regarded as molecule-based, since the solid semiconductor is

the light absorber, provides a mechanism for achieving charge separation, anc

its surface is the "catalyst" for converting one-redox-equivalent-at-a-- ,me
0 photogeneration events to multi-equivalent products such 02 from H20 oxidaton.

Arguably, solid state photovoltaic cells can be used to duplicate the funct, n :

photosynthesis by placing the solar cell in series with an electrolyte solut'$on.

An especially clever device involves using mi~rospheres of p-n Si, Scheme 117, t,-
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by equation (8). Unlike the system where only one of the components is immoblize:,

there is no leakage current attributable to penetration of one molecule-basel

material into another. The small spacing between the microelectrodes allows

significant steady state current to pass, despite the low "conductivity" of tne

redox polymers.

As developed above, the synthesis of a diode by interfacing two different

molecule-based materials with closely-spaced microelectrodes has been effected :y

a rational strategy. 39  The asymmetrical current-voltage characteristic can be

achieved. However, useful solid state diodes operate at high frequencies; te

microelectrochemical diodes are not likely to be competitive in this respect. --e

time required to switch the microelectrochemical diode is that need to effect a

change in redox state of a molecule-based material. Oxidation and reduction of

electrode-confined polymers can be effected on timescales of the order of 10-3

thicknesses of -0.5 pin in the best cases. Diodes derived from molecule-based

materials may have other properties that make them useful. Sensor applications

most easily envisioned in that the diode characteristics can be influenced by

chemical properties of the environment in a rational way.

As an example of a diode whose properties will depend on the chemical

environment in a rational way consider the system represented by Scheme IX where ---e

diode in Scheme VIII is elaborated in a way that places a third molecule-based

material, (Q/QH2)n, between the (pQ2+/+)n and PVFc+/O such that the only mec~an,.si

for charge transport from one microelectrode to the other is via the three

molecule-based materials. 40  The key is that the formal potential of the (Q/H2  .

is pH-dependent, whereas the E"'s of the other two molecule-based materials 3re

pH-independent. Only when E'(Q/QH2)n is between E'(PQ2+/+)n and " ."

* electrons pass from the (PQ2+/+)n-coated microelectrode. The pH of the envi'zn-Iet

will control the E of the (Q/QH2)n layer and variations in pH should, there.:re
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* Au A uA

app " ---

(a) (b)

* Scheme IX. (a) A microelectrochemical diode with a current that can be modulatedi

the solution pH, since the E +" of the (QQH2)n is pH sensitive and the E*'s of t-

(pQ 2 / )n and PVIFc 4/ polymers are independent of pH, and (b) a diode that respon

to two chemical stimuli, pH and the presence of Fe(C4M)63-/4-.40

lead to variations in the current that can pass at an applied potential of -O.9V

when the negative lead is attached to the (pQ2+/+ )n-coated microelectrode.

* Variations in this theme, Scheme IX, can lead to a diode where the steady-state

* current depends on the simultaneous presence of two chemical stimuli *40 For

example, consider replacing the (Q/QH2)n layer with polyvinylpyridine, PVPy. '... !,'

aqueous electrolyte the pyridine nitrogens can be protonated to form PVPyH4 .I l

However, the PYPy/PVPyH4 system does not have an E0 ' between E" I(pQ24/+)n anid

E* '(PVFc+/O). Thus, protonation alone does not turn on current. The PYPyH4,

though, can electrostatically bind very low concentrations of Fe(CM) 63-14- -Ii -ecox

* couple with a formal potential between E '(pQ 2+/ )n and E '(PVFc+/O). What is

achieved with the PYPy component is a system that passes current when bothi 7.- anc

* Fe(CN)63 -/4-J are above certain values. Neither H4 nor Fe(CN)6 3-/4- alone will

allow current to pass.

.a .(b)* ..
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The ideas and systems developed in the foregoing discussion stem from reseir.

on the modifications of macroscopic electrodes. 36 Work by Murray, 43 especially, a:

establ-ished many of the basic concepts that can now be exploited, together Oit-

microfabrication, to synthesize new microelectronic devices. Indeed, Murray firsl

demonstrated molecule-based diodes by functionalizing macroscopic electrodes 4itn

"bilayer" of two different molecule-based polymers followed by depostion of a 1crc.us

front contact to yield a "sandwich" structure with the crucial dimension being t'.e

thickness of the sandwich.43 The systems represented in Schemes VIII and IX can De

regarded as minature, open-face sandwiches. There are many synthetic methodologies

to be applied in devising molecule-based diodes and many challenges for molecilar

chemists. The utility of the diode systems will depend on the molecular properti-,

of the components; durability, charge transport rates, and sensor specificity _re

areas.

Devices Inspired by Transistors. Narrowly defined, a transistor is a device that

changes its resistance in response to an electrical signal. 20  This function is

technologically very significant and existing applications for conventional

transistors will be met by solid state devices. Nonetheless, a discrete

Si/Si0 2/metal field effect transistor, a so-called MOSFET (metal oxide semiconduct:r

field effect transistor), bears many analogies to molecule-based transistors

fabricated recently. 44 For molecule-based devices the nearest term application

envisioned is to amplify chemical signals rather than to amplify electrical

signals--- a typical function of solid state transistors.

To develop the analogy between molecule-based transistors and MOSFET devices--

consider Scheme X. By changing the gate potential, VG, of the MOSFET the region in

the Si between source and drain and just beneath the SiO 2 , the "channel", can e

changed from p-type Si (as in the bulk) to a region heavily n-type, or inverted 'I

carrier density compared to the bulk; the Fermi level for electrons, Ef, can te

... .. ...Z .2.. ..
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Reference
Gate Redox El ectrode ..Polymer

Source Dratn Au Au

n+ Channel _ n4  iO

p-S_

A r0  - 1

(a) (b)

Scheme X. (a) A conventional Si MOSFET20 and (b) a molecule-based transistor. 44 " -

moved from near the top of the valence band of the Si at the Si/SiO 2 interface to

the bottom of the conduction band of the Si at the Si/Si02 interface. The

consequence of carrier inversion in the channel is that at a fixed potential

difference between source and drain, Vo, current flows between source and drain; : e . ,

channel is said to be "open" and the device "on." When Ef is such that the channel

region is p-type--- like the bulk, I - 0 because the current path between source

and drain is blocked by the nature of the n+-p-n + junctions. For the purpose here

the crucial point is that a variation of VG of less than one volt results in a

small amount of charge transfer, gate current, IG , that dramatically changes the

rate of charge transfer from source to drain at a given value of V0 . A MOSFET is

typically turned off and on at >106 Hz; the source-drain distance, channel lengt,.

is -lur in state-of-the-technology memory arrays; the AVG is -0.5V; and the
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charge needed to open a closed channel can be as small as 1012"charges/cm 2 of 3ate

area.

A molecule-based microelectronic device that functions as a transistor can te

synthesized by coating two closely-spaced microelectrodes, source and drain, wi.h -

polymer, the channel material, that has the property that a change in conductivity

can be brought about by changing the electrochemical potential, Scheme X.44-47 A

polymer such as polyaniline has been demonstrated to be effective: 46  ID has been

shown to vary by -107 upon a change in VG of 0.5V at VD = 0.2V. While the

similarities between the MOSFET and the molecule-based device are readily apparent

there are three significant differences as well. First, the IG in the

molecule-based device is faradaic--- chemical oxidation and reduction occur to op

and close the channel, whereas in the MOSFET the IG is capacitive. The faradaic

current necessarily involves movement of ions, a slower process than the movement

electrons in the solid state device. Accordingly, the molecule-based device will

operate at much lower frequencies. Second, the molecule-based devices fabricatec

far involve the use of a relatively large volume channel compared to the channel -

MOSFET, because the polymer is thick. Thus, though the source-drain separation is

the same, the molecule-based device requires more charge to open and close the

channel. Therefore, despite a similar AVG to open and close the channel the

molecule-based device will consume more power, and this, coupled with the low

mobility of ions, results In a molecule-based device that will only give power

amplification at low frequencies. Improvements in the molecule-based devices will

be made, but near term competition for solid state transistors in conventional

applications is not realistic for any chemical or biological alternative. - -

The third difference between a solid state transistor and the molecule-tasec ,

transistor may provide opportunities for practical applications: the channel of te )I-
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molecule-based device can respond directly to chemical signals; in general, the

channel properties will depend on the medium in which it is immersed (solvent,

electrolyte, etc.); and the VG dependence of I0 at fixed V can be quite different

for the molecule based device than for the MOSFET and depends on the channel

material---a useful variable in the molecule-based device. Applications as sensors

appear to follow from the properties of molecule-based transistors, especially .4,en

the device is elaborated with other molecular components to build in specificity -o

particular chemical signals.

Molecule-based transistor devices based on poly-3-methylthiophene illustrate

one potential advantage of such a sensor. 47  The dependence of ID and VG reveals a

characteristic that is at least as good as a state of the art MOSFET; a change in

the redox potential, AE redox, of the solution in contact with the channel can cm,

a change in ID , AID, that may be larger than can be obtained, from a similiar -

solid state devices. 'However, whether a.glven redox reagent will equilibrate wi-

the channel depends on the kinetics. Catalysts deposited onto, or dispersed " ,

throughout, the channel can endow the surface with a mechanism for equilibration

with reagents that have slow kinetics such as 02 or H2 .
46 Attachments of enzymes

directly onto the channel materials will allow specific reagents to be detectel.

Organized arrays of molecule-based transistors can be used to obtain a "fingerpr' t'

response to a chemical environment. The point is that the remarkably strong

dependence of ID on VG of certain molecule-based channel materials, coupled mit; t-e

use of other molecular components, such as enzymes or synthetic redox catalysts,

will allow the development of chemical detectors.

Another interesting fact is that the qualitative shape of the I vs. VG curve

can be qualitatively different for the molecule-based device compared to the

MOSFET. A particular example is the polyaniline-based device 46 that shows a

maximum in ID at a particular value of VG and ±0.2V around this value I falls ty

. . "....
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severals orders of magnitude. This means that If a redox reagent is used to open

the channel that only certain redox reagents will be thermodynamically well-matchei -

to the purpose. By using a thin layer of a conventional redox polymer, e.g.,

PVFc /o , on one microelectrode sandwiched between the channel material it may be

possible to manipulate further the redox region where the device is turned on, siqce

such an arrangement of two redox polymers can function as a diode as described in the

preceding section. But when the PVFc+/O is very thin the maximum magnitude of :.

will be largely controlled by the channel material spanning most of the region

between the source and drain. The assertion is that molecule-based transistors,

particularly ones based on two or more components, can be specific chemical

detectors with a recognition step leading directly to amplification with the same

system.

A Future for Synthesis of Chemical Systems

The four specific examples of "syntHetic targets", multi-component catalysts

optical energy conversion systems, diodes and transistors, represent modest, but

nonetheless complicated extensions of what is known. Doubtless there will be th

who hold the view that such chemical synthesis is too applied to represent a pure

research endeavor and that the preparation of so-called chemical systems is a mere, -

but expensive, summation of existing knowledge. However, taken to the extreme, such

a view should lead to the demise of chemistry as an experimental science. After

all, thermodynamics and quantum mechanics should be able to provide the predictive

power needed for molecular or systems synthesis. It is the view of this author that

systems synthesis is an important step in the development of new applications :f

molecular science, but there are a multitude of basic knowledge areas that will

require major expansion prior to achieving significant practical impact. These

include reactions at interfaces, physical characterization techniques, synthetic ana

purification methods for macromolecular assemblies, and theoretical understanding -of
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aggregate systems. Systems synthesis will require greater resource expenditure;

there will be a new level of interdisciplinary effort required within and between

groups; the research work will have longer gestation periods before the fruits 4ill

reach maturity; greater levels of patience are required from investigators and

funding agencies; more planning for longer term projects will be required. The

power of molecuTar synthesis is great--- it is time to add a new dimension to

synthesis that is already, and will continue to be, rich in practical value.

Catalysts, dyes, drugs, insecticides, and other single component, molecular

materials will continue to be important, but there is much fundamental and,

potentially, practical pay-off in the synthesis of multi-component, molecule-basEd

systems. Rather than the traditional macroscopic to microscopic in electronics,

there is a genuine opportunity for the fabrication of new systems from the "role .

up". Such devices may lead to new technological opportunities inspired by the

existence of molecule-based biological systems for memory, pattern recognition,

vision, and energy conversion.
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